Abstract
Introduction
Structural testing is an important part of many software engineering activities. However, the difficulty is the existence of infeasible paths in a program. The feasibility of paths tends to influence the efficiency and sufficiency of the structural testing directly. If there is no input for making a target path to be executed, the path is considered infeasible [1] . The cause and effect of infeasible paths of a program were discussed early by Hedley [1] . In addition, Bodik et al. [2] pointed out that the main cause of infeasible paths of a program was the correlation of some conditional statements. They also proved that 9-40% of conditional statements in a complicated program had correlations. Therefore, the correlations of conditional statements play an important part in detecting infeasible paths. The infeasible paths increase the cost of software testing and impacts accuracy of testing seriously. If a majority of infeasible paths can be detected during static analysis, it will greatly improve the performance of many software engineering activities, particularly structural testing and coverage analyses [3] .
In path testing, the execution path of a program is often very complex. Test resources and test time is limited, so it is difficult to test all the paths. Meanwhile, program statements and branches can be covered through testing the basis path set, which can effectively enhance the test efficiency. Therefore we only need to detect the feasibility of paths in a basis path set. Meanwhile, with the introduction of exception-handling constructs in program, original execution paths are changed. Therefore, the influence of exception propagation on data flow also plays an important part in detecting infeasible paths.
In this paper, we propose an approach to detect infeasible basis paths for the program with exception-handling constructs by determining conditional statements correlations. This method combines exception propagation with the branch correlations of different conditional statements to analyze the impacts of exception propagation on paths, and determines the branch correlations of different conditional statements according to dataflow analyses.
The organization of the paper is as follows. Section 2 introduces a basis path set generation method. Section 3 proposes an approach to detecting infeasible basis paths for programs with exception constructs. Section 4 shows a case study. Section 5 gives some experiments. Section 6 reviews the related works on infeasible basis paths detection. Finally, section 7 draws conclusions and points out future research work.
Basis path set generation method
In this section, we introduce some related conceptions on infeasible path and a typical generation method of basis path set [4] .
Related conceptions
Program path is a sequence of statements that are executed sequentially. It can be defined as follows:
Definition 1 Independent path: It means the path that at least contains one edge that never is included in other paths.
Definition 2 Basis paths set [5] : if any path P of a program's control flow graph can be linearly represented by B, then a linearly independent path set B of the program is said to be a basis path set of the program.
The main cause of feasibility problem is the existence of branched constructs. The branch judgment results directly impact the execution paths. Conditions predicates are always take the value of true or false in an execution path. Different predicates' outcome (i.e. true or false) causes the branch conflict, which leads some paths can not be covered. Based on the above analysis we can give the following definition.
Definition 3 Infeasible path [11] : Suppose n i and n j are two condition statements of P. If (n i , n j ) have True→True (or True→False) correlation, then any path including the true branch of n i and the false (or true) branch of nj will be infeasible; similarly, if (n i , n j ) have False→True (or False→False) correlation, then any path including the false branch of n i and the false (or true) branch of n j will be infeasible. Where, the classification of correlation is specified on reference [11] .
Generally speaking, if there is an input data that make a path executable, the path is feasible; the path that can not be executed by the program in any situation is infeasible.
Basis path set
Basis path set was first presented by McCabe [4] . He has proved that the number of basis path set is equal to cyclomatic complexity V(G). Therefore, we should determine cyclomatic complexity V(G) first before determining the basis paths.
Definition 4 Control flow graph (CFG): It is represented with a triad CFG=(N,E,N 0 ), CFG is a digraph, N represents a vertex-set of all vertexes in the graph, representing computational statements or expressions, E represents a edge-set of all directed edges in the graph, representing transfer of control between nodes, N 0 represents first vertex.
CFG is a graphic interpretation of describing program control flow; it describes the logic constructs of software modules. A module corresponds to a single function or subroutine in typical languages, has a single entry and exit point [4] .
Calculation methods of cyclomatic complexity V(G) in basis path testing is [4] : V(G) =F+1. Where, 'F' denotes the number of lozenge judgment nodes in a CFG.
Take the situation of single entry & exit only as the example, the value of V(G) equals to the number of judgment statements plus 1.
It is necessary to point out that the path which is simply combined by existing paths is not an independent path.
All of the basis paths in a program can be obtained by the typical baseline method in reference [4] .
Method of detecting infeasible path for programs with exception constructs
In this section, we present a method to detect the feasibility of paths for programs with exception constructs. We can convert the problem of infeasible path detection for programs with exceptionhandling constructs into the problem that judge the conflict of different branches using dataflow information. First, calculate variable definition-reach set OUT_DEF and use-reach set OUT_USE for each basis block using dataflow analyses technique; then in variables definition-reach set and use-reach set of the selected basis block, judge whether the conditional predicate of a basis block would get a fixed value through variable' definition point and use point; next, analyze the correlations of different branches, and according to the basis blocks where variable' definition point, use point and corresponding branches are, determine the correlations of two basis blocks; finally, the feasibility of the generated path set are detected using the correlations of different basis blocks.
Basis block
Basis block is a division of a program. It is a set of program statements that are executed sequentially. Each basis block contains a unique start statement and a unique end statement. From the concept of basis block, it can be infer that each basis block contains only one conditional branch statement. When a program is executed, its statements can only entry into the CFG from the entrance statement of a basis block and exit from the exit statement. For a given program, it can be divided into a series of basis blocks.
According to the characteristics of CFG and basis block, we can take basis blocks as the nodes of CFG.
The original execution paths may be changed due to exception propagation. Therefore, when a program contains exception-handling constructs, we need to consider all possible paths caused by exception propagation. Our method is to introduce the exception-handling constructs into the basis block level. The first statement of exception-handling module is used as the entrance statement of its corresponding basis block. Basis block is consists of the statements from entrance statement to the throw statement (including the throw statement). For the basis block where throws exception statements are, it has a directed edge which points to another basis block where corresponding exception-handling module is. Where, throwing ''exception'' represents that exception-handling branches need to be executed. The number of basis block is increased when taking the exceptionhandling modules as basis blocks.
We can judge the correlations of different conditional statements through dataflow analysis. Dataflow analysis is the process of dataflow information collection for data definition, data use and data dependency. Dataflow analysis technology is a relatively mature technology. Exception-handling is one of the mechanisms of most object-oriented programming language. As representative of objectoriented programming language, Java and C++ language both provide perfect exception-handling mechanism.
Calculation of definition-reach set and use-reach set for basis blocks
In this section, we adopt the dataflow analyses method to analyze the correlations of different branches according to definition-reach information and use-reach information of each basis block in the CFG. The definition information and use information of each basis block in the CFG can be collected by solving dataflow equations. Taking object-oriented programming as example, on the basis of traditional dataflow analyses, the paper proposes a dataflow analyses method of program with exception-handling constructs. In the analysis process, first we use dataflow graph to represent original program information containing no exception-handling constructs, and then introduce dataflow information of exception-handling constructs.
Exception propagation influences program dataflow information, which mainly includes the following several aspects.
(1) The influence of exception propagation on definition-reach set. Exception propagation may increase or decrease the points where variables definition point can reach.
(2) Exception propagation may increase the active points of some variables. (3) Exception propagation also has two effects on "definition-use" chain. On the one hand, exception propagation may cause some "definition-use" chains lost; on the other hand, exception propagation may lead to the increase of new "definition-use" chain.
Therefore, on the basis of CFG of program with exception constructs, when analyzing dataflow information of the program, we should consider the influence of exception propagation path on definition-reach set, active variable and "definition-use" chain.
To the problem of dataflow analyses for program with exception constructs, there are mainly two methods. The first is to increase dataflow information of exception-handling constructs in original data flow graph. The second is to express the dataflow information of exception constructs alone. In this paper, we adopt the first one.
Therefore, first we analyze the dataflow information that doesn't take into account exceptionhandling constructs. As variables definition information, generated definition points of constant definition and type conversion are in definition-reach set OUT_DEF [B] .
(1)
The following are the sets that are used to compute definition-reach set OUT_DEF [B] [6] . OUT_DEF [B] : It represents the definition points set of all variables that can reach basis block B' export.
As variables use information, generated use points of variables in predicates expression are in usereach set OUT_USE [B] . The following are some sets that are used to calculate use-reach set OUT_USE [B] .
(1 (4) . 
Calculation of definition-reach set and use-reach set for exception variables
In this subsection, we merge exception-handling dataflow information into the original data flow graph. Exception propagation would change certain relationships of variables in a program. In order to obtain precise data flow information, we must consider the influence of exception propagation on the relations of variable definition and use.
The exception variables are those variables that are thrown by throw statements and are captured in catch statements [7] . Definition point set of all exception variables that arrive at throw nodes is denoted t-DEF. To calculate t-DEF, the following sets need to be defined for all of the basis blocks in a program [6] . 
Where, P is the set of all predecessors of basis blocks B.
Usually the linear equations (5) and (6) are solved by iteration method to gain the value of IN [B] and OUT [B] . Iterative algorithm is shown in algorithm 1 of reference [7] .
Similarly, use point set of exception variables that arrive at catch nodes is denoted c-USE. To calculate c-USE, the following sets need to be defined for all of the basis blocks in a program.
IN (7) and (8):
Where, S is the set of all successors of basis blocks B.
The algorithm of calculating c-USE is shown in algorithm 2 of reference [7] .
Detection of infeasible paths
Conditional predicates are influenced by statements of current basis block or other basis blocks. Therefore, the value of condition predicate is always true or false. The feature leads to the correlations of different conditional statements. The value of predicate is judged by querying the definition-reach set and use-reach set of basis block where the predicate statements are. The value of predicate includes two types which are true or false. Particularly, on the analysis of definition point information, variable definition may cause the phenomenon of variable substitution and query alternatives, in this case, we need to query the new replaced variable information in the definition-reach set and use-reach set of basis block where definition point to.
Determination of infeasible branch according to the correlations of conditional statements
According to the definition of correlation, if correlation is generated between two conditional statements Ci and Cj, Ci makes Cj always point to fixed successor. If the value of Cj is always true, then its corresponding false value branch is infeasible. In contrast, if the value of Cj is always false, then its corresponding true value branch of Cj is infeasible.
In order to detect infeasible basis paths, our method is to query the definition-reach information and use-reach information of each basis block i (BB[i]). If there existing a definition point of variable v that can make the conditional statements containing v always true (false), then the corresponding false (true) value branch of BBi is infeasible.
Detection of infeasible basis paths
The 
Case study
In this section, we explain and validate the method presented in this paper through an example program with exception-handling constructs. Figure 1 shows its codes. The statements are labelled as (1) ～ (23). Where, the italic codes are the exception-handling constructs.
The corresponding CFG of the sample program P is shown in Figure 2 . Where, basis blocks BB [7] , BB [10] , BB [13] , BB [14] , BB [15] and BB [16] are exception-handling modules. The branches which are represented with the bold solid line are the added branches with the introduction of exception-handling constructs. Exception propagation makes new "definitionuse" lines generated. That is, new paths are generated-exception propagation paths. m=0; throw E1;} (10) else (11) x=3/z ;} (12) catch (exception E1){ (13) if(x= =2) (14) z=2; (15) else ( In order to analyze the influence of exception-handing constructs on the feasibility of paths, we first ignore the exception-handling constructs. The definition-reach information and usereach information of each basis block which is calculated by the method of section 3. B is shown in Table 1 . (The initial value of In is set 0). When considering exception constructs, the calculating results of def-reach data flow equation is shown in Table 2 . (1*,x,1) (2*,y,1) (3*,z,1) (4*,n,1) (5*,y,1) BB [2] (1*,x,1) (2*,y,1) (3*,z,1) (4*,n,1) (6*,m,2) (5*,y,1) BB [3] (1*,x,1) (2*,y,1) (3*,z,1) (4*,n,1) (7*,m,3) (5*,y,1) BB [4] (1*,x,1)(2*,y,1)(3*,z,1)(4*,n,1)(6*,m,2) (7*,m,3) (5*,y,1)(8*,n,4) BB [5] (1*,x,1)(2*,y,1)(4*,n,1)(6*,m,2)(7*,m,3) (10*,z,5) (5*,y,1)(8*,n,4) (9*,x,5) BB [6] (1*,x,1)(2*,y,1)(3*,z,1)(4*,n,1)(6*,m,2) (7*,m,3) (5*,y,1)(8*,n,4) (11*,z,6) BB [7] (1*,x,1)(2*,y,1)(3*,z,1)(4*,n,1)(12*,m,7) (13*,E1,7) (5*,y,1)(8*,n,4)(11*,z,6) BB [8] (2*,y,1)(3*,z,1)(4*,n,1)(6*,m,2)(7*,m,3) (15*,x,8) (5*,y,1)(8*,n,4)(11*,z,6) (14*,z,8) BB [10] (1*,x,1)(2*,y,1)(3*,z,1)(4*,n,1)(12*,m,7) (6*,m,2) (7*,m,3) (15*,x,8) (5*,y,1)(8*,n,4)(11*,z,6) (14*,z,8) (16*,x,9) BB [12] (1*,x,1)(2*,y,1) (4*,n,1)(12*,m,7)(6*,m,2) (7*,m,3) (15*,x,8) (18*,z,11) (5*,y,1)(8*,n,4)(16*,x,9) (17*,x,11) BB [13] (1*,x,1)(2*,y,1)(4*,n,1)(12*,m,7)(6*,m,2) (7*,m,3) (15*,x,8) (19*,z,12) (5*,y,1)(8*,n,4) (16*,x,9)
BB [18] (1*,x,1)(4*,n,1)(6*,m,2)(7*,m,3)(10*,z,5)(12*,m,7) (15*,x,8)(18*,z,11)(19*,z,12) (21*,y,17) (9*,x,5)(8*,n,4)(16*,x,9) (17*,x,11) (20*,z,17) Table 2 . Def-reach information and use-reach information of each basis block (consider exception constructs)
BB[n] OUT_DEF BB[i] OUT_USE BB[i]
BB [1] (1*,x,1) (2*,y,1) (3*,z,1) (4*,n,1) (5*,y,1) BB [2] (1*,x,1) (2*,y,1) (3*,z,1) (4*,n,1) (6*,m,2) (5*,y,1) BB [3] (1*,x,1) (2*,y,1) (3*,z,1) (4*,n,1) (7*,m,3) (5*,y,1) BB [4] (1*,x,1)(2*,y,1)(3*,z,1)(4*,n,1)(6*,m,2) (7*,m,3) (5*,y,1) (8*,n,4) BB [5] (1*,x,1)(2*,y,1)(4*,n,1)(6*,m,2)(7*,m,3) (10*,z,5) (5*,y,1)(8*,n,4) (9*,x,5) BB [6] (1*,x,1)(2*,y,1)(3*,z,1)(4*,n,1)(6*,m,2) (7*,m,3) (5*,y,1)(8*,n,4) (11*,z,6) BB [7] (1*,x,1)(2*,y,1)(3*,z,1)(4*,n,1) (12*,m,7)(13*,E1,7) (5*,y,1)(8*,n,4) (11*,z,6) BB [8] (2*,y,1) (3*,z,1)(4*,n,1)(6*,m,2)(7*,m,3) (15*,x, 8) (5*,y,1)(8*,n,4)(11*,z,6) (14*,z, 8)
BB [9] (2*,y,1)(3*,z,1)(4*,n,1)(6*,m,2)(7*,m,3)(15*,x,8) (1*,x,1) (12*,m,7)(13*,E1,7) (22*,z,14 (23,z,15) (5*,y,1)(8*,n,4)(11*,z,6) (14*,z, 8) (16*,x, 9)
BB[10]
(1*,x,1)(2*,y,1)(3*,z,1)(4*,n,1)(12*,m,7) (13*,E1,7) (5*,y,1)(8*,n,4)(11*,z,6) (17*,E1,10)
BB [11] (2*,y,1)(4*,n,1)(6*,m,2)(7*,m,3)(14*,x,8) (19*,z,11) (5*,y,1)(8*,n,4)(16*,x,9) (18*,x,11) BB [12] (2*,y,1)(4*,n,1)(6*,m,2)(7*,m,3)(14*,x,8) (20*,z,12) (5*,y,1)(8*,n,4)(16*,x,9)
BB[13]
(1*,x,1)(2*,y,1)(3*,z,1)(4*,n,1)(12*,m,7)(13*,E1,7) (5*,y,1)(8*,n,4)(11*,z,6) (17*,E1,10) (21*,x,13)
BB[14]
(1*,x,1)(2*,y,1)(4*,n,1)(12*,m,7)(13*,E1,7) (22*,z,14)
(5*,y,1)(8*,n,4)(17*,E1,10) (21*,x,13)
BB[15]
(1*,x,1)(2*,y,1)(4*,n,1)(12*,m,7)(13*,E1,7) (23*,z,15) (5*,y,1)(8*,n,4)(17*,E1,10) (21*,x,13)
BB[16]
(1*,x,1)(2*,y,1)(4*,n,1)(12*,m,7)(13*,E1,7) (22*,z,14) (23*,z,15) (5*,y,1)(8*,n,4)(17*,E1,10) (21*,x,13) (24*,E1,16)
BB[17]
(1*,x,1)(4*,n,1)(6*,m,2)(7*,m,3)(10*,z,5) (14*,x,8)(17*,z,11) (18*,z,12) (26*,y,17) (8*,n,4)(9*,x,5)(16*,x,9) (18*,x,11) (25*,z,17) Table 1 and Table 2 take the form of (a*, b, c). Where, 'a' is the serial numbers, which presents the appearance priorities of all variables' definitions and uses starting with BB Step 1, analyze the dataflow information of the program, and calculate def/use reach information of each basis block by the method of section 3.2 (Table 1 and Table 2 ).
OUT_DEF BB[i] and OUT_USE BB[i] in
Step Then, analyze conditional branch statement if (n>0), which is in BB [4] . Remove its own use point of n>0 in OUT_DEF BB [4] and OUT_USE BB [4] , leaving (4*, n, 1). (4*, n, 1) is related to BB[1], and the expression (4*, n, 1) belongs to n=-1, therefore, it makes the value of expression if (n>0) in BB [4] is false. Therefore, the true branch of BB [5] is infeasible branch.
Next, through analyzing conditional branch statement if (z= =0) in BB [6] , we can find that this conditional branch statement causes the execution of exception statements. Similarly, the basis block which is related to BB [6] is BB [1], the express if (z= =0) in BB [6] can be judged according to the statement z= =0 in BB [1] , and the result is true. Therefore, the false branch of BB [6] is infeasible branch. Similarly, the value of conditional branch statement if (x= =2) in BB [13] is true. Therefore, the false branch of BB [13] is infeasible branch.
Then, analyze conditional branch statement if (x= =0), which is in BB [9] . We need to query the correlated definition of x in OUT_DEF BB [9] , there are two definition which are (15*, x, 8) and (1*, x, 1), but because the false branch of BB [6] is infeasible, the successor which is in the false branch of BB [6] is needed not to be analyzed, so (15*, x, 8) is need to be removed. Therefore, if (x= =0) is judged according to (1*, x, 1), and the result is false, so the true branch of BB [9] is infeasible branch. Thus, the infeasible branches of each conditional statement are obtained.
Step 3, determine the feasibility of paths. The basis paths which contain one or more infeasible branches are considered infeasible. Table 3 shows the results of branches infeasibility.
According to the results of branches feasibility, we can obtain the results of basis paths feasibility for the sample program. It is shown in Table 4 . If exception-handling constructs is ignored, with the same analysis method, we can obtain the results of basis paths feasibility for the sample program, which are shown in Table 5 . From the results of basis paths feasibility in Table 4 and Table 5 , we can find that exceptionhandling constructs have influence on paths, which are different from the execution paths of program when ignoring exception-handling constructs. For the sample program, we have detected all infeasible paths.
Experiment
To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed approach we have applied the approach to detect infeasible paths in many programs written in Java. We select some programs that are downloaded from the system 'Software artifact Infrastructure Repository' for experiments [20] . Table 6 shows their detailed descriptions. A disjoint-set is a data structure for maintaining dynamic partitions of a set. A red-black tree is a self balancing tree whose search/insert/remove methods have a time complexity of O (logn). Sorting algorithms take a group of elements and return them in a specific order. A vector is a data structure that implements a mapping from an unbounded range of integers to objects of a certain type. The first column gives the name of each program. Column LOC gives the line of code. Column # basis path means the number of basis paths when exception constructs taken into consideration. Column # basis path' means the number of basis paths when exception constructs are not taken into consideration. In addition, we also implemented a tool to find the basis set of paths in a CFG according to the algorithm in [18] .
For each program under test, we first obtain its CFG by SOOT [19] . SOOT is a powerful opensource tool to analyze Java byte code. It provides basic program analysis functions such as control/data flow analysis, which can provide definition/use information. Then, we compute the basis set on the basis of CFG by the tool which is implemented according to the algorithm in [18] . Finally, we invoke the proposed approach to detect the infeasible paths in the basis set, that is, the essence is to detect its infeasible paths according to the correlations of all conditional statements. Table 7 shows the statistic results of our experiment on the four systems. The first column means the name of the system; I total refers to the number of infeasible basis paths when considering exception constructs; I' total gives the number of infeasible basis paths without considering exception constructs; DI total means the number of infeasible paths detected by our method when considering exception constructs; DI' total means the number of infeasible paths detected by our method when we considering exception constructs. Re is the ratio of the number of infeasible paths detected by our method to that of infeasible ones of the program when we considering exception constructs. We can observe from Table VII that, for the four programs, we have detected almost all of the infeasible paths. But we cannot detect all infeasible paths; the reason is that in this experiment, for the situation that branches feasibility is undefined, the value of conditional statements is decided by the input data, in this case, we consider both of the two branches are feasible. In the experiment, there are while statements, for statements and if statements included in the tested programs. In order to facilitate the experiment and meet to the demand of proposed method in this paper, we convert while and for statements expressions into the form of if statement. In addition, from the experimental results of tested programs, we can see that the influence of exception-handling constructs on the paths. Therefore, infeasible basis paths detection of program with exception-handling constructs is an important part in path-oriented test.
To sum up, our method can detect almost all infeasible paths of some real-world programs; therefore, it is an effective method of detecting infeasible paths of a program.
Related works
The existed methods of detecting infeasible paths can be classified into two categories, which are static analysis and dynamic techniques.
In static analysis, the purpose of determining branch correlations is to determine the feasibility of a target path by investigating the branch correlations of different conditional statements. Malevris et al. [9] observed that the more the number of conditional statements contained in a path, the greater the probability of the path being infeasible. It is difficult to determine the branch correlations of different conditional statements exactly.
There are many static approaches to detect infeasible paths. For most of them, the essence is to detect infeasible paths through analyzing the correlations of different conditional statements.
Bodik et al. [2] and Chen et al. [8] have proposed their own algorithms for detecting infeasible paths incorporating the branch correlations analysis into the dataflow analyses technique, which improve the precision of traditional dataflow analyses. Chen et al. [10] proposed a method of detecting infeasible paths by investigating whether there are conflicts between the assignment statement and the branch statement, as well as among different branch statements. Ngo et al. [3] also proposed a heuristics-based approach to detect infeasible paths, which is based on the observation that many infeasible paths exhibit some common properties which are caused by four code patterns. Through realizing these properties, many infeasible paths can be precisely detected but with some limitations in the current prototype tool. Gong et al. [11] proposed an approach to automatic detection of infeasible paths. They determined branch correlations based on the probabilities of the conditional distribution corresponding to different branches' outcome. The values of these probabilities are obtained by the maximum likelihood estimation. Delahaye et al. [21] proposed a new method that takes opportunity of the detection of a single infeasible path to generalize to a (possibly infinite) family of infeasible paths, which will not have to be considered in further path conditions solving. Another static technique of detecting infeasible paths relies on the symbolic execution [12, 13] . However, the approach is expensive; besides, a large percentage of infeasible paths can not be detected for a complicated program with arrays, pointers as well as procedure calls.
The above static analysis approaches all ignored the exception-handling constructs.
For dynamic approaches to detect infeasible paths, dynamic test data generation algorithms can be used to detect infeasible paths by monitoring the execution of a program [14, 15] . Ngo et al. [3] proposed a heuristics-based approach to detect infeasible paths, which is based on the characteristic that many infeasible paths exhibit some common properties. During test data generation, through distinguishing the properties in executing traces, infeasible paths can be detected. Moreover, Balakrishnan et al. [16] presented a syntactic language refinement technique that automatically excludes semantically infeasible paths from a program. Ngo et al. [17] have proposed an approach to detect infeasible paths during dynamic test data generation process.
However, test data generation often relies on symbolic execution, so dynamic approaches are almost as expensive as symbolic execution.
In this paper, we adopt a new static analysis approach to detect infeasible paths of programs with exception-handling constructs. The technique combines exception propagation with the branch correlations of different conditional statements to analyze the impacts of exception propagation on paths. The correlations are determined according to dataflow analyses.
Conclusions
We have proposed an approach to detect infeasible basis paths based on the correlations of different conditional statements. The correlations are determined according to dataflow analyses. In order to attain more precise dataflow information, as well as to further improve the accuracy of the feasibility of paths, we take account of exception propagation and during the analyses. Then, we apply the approach of detecting infeasible basis paths to a case study in detail. Finally, we have also conducted experiments to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed approach. Even with some limitations in the current prototype tool, the experimental results show that our approach can accurately detect infeasible paths.
Pointer alias analysis plays an important role on analysis techniques in C/C+ + program, such as data flow analysis, program optimization and program environment and analysis tools. It is an effective way to get more accurate pointer information, improve precision of other data flow analysis and correlation analysis. Currently, we are performing experiments on the program with pointer alias to detect infeasible program paths accurately.
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